Late bilinguals often report less emotional involvement in their second language, a 3 phenomenon called reduced emotional resonance in L2. The present study measured pupil 4 dilation in response to high-versus low-arousing words (e.g., riot vs. swamp) in German-5 English and Finnish-English late bilinguals, both in their first and in their second language. A 6 third sample of English monolingual speakers (tested only in English) served as a control 7 group. To improve on previous research, we controlled for lexical confounds such as length, 8 frequency, emotional valence, and abstractness -both within and across languages. Results 9 showed no appreciable differences in post-trial word recognition judgements (98% 10 recognition on average), but reliably stronger pupillary effects of the arousal manipulation 11 when stimuli were presented in participants' first rather than second language. This supports 12 the notion of reduced emotional resonance in L2. Our findings are unlikely to be due to 13 differences in stimulus-specific control variables or to potential word-recognition difficulties 14 in participants' second language. Linguistic relatedness between first and second language 15 (German-English vs. Finnish-English) was also not found to have a modulating influence.
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items are to perceivers). Bradley and colleagues (24) found very similar pupillary response 142 patterns using emotional pictures instead of sound clips. 143 A more recent, and highly relevant example is a study by Iacozza, Costa, and 144 Duñabeitia (32). They presented two types of sentences to Spanish-English bilinguals. The 145 first type of sentence contained high-arousing negative words (e.g., hostile terrorist) in 146 various critical positions throughout the sentence, whereas the second contained low-arousing 147 words of neutral valence (e.g., civil receptionist) in the same critical positions. The sentences 148 were either in Spanish or in English, such that half of the Spanish-English bilinguals were 149 reading sentences materials in L1 whereas the other half were reading sentence materials in 150 L2 (randomised between-subjects design). During reading, participants' pupillary responses 151 were continuously monitored, and at the end of each trial, participants had to provide 152 emotionality ratings on a 7-point Likert scale. The pupillometry data (obtained during on-line 153 reading) showed evidence for reduced emotional resonance in L2: Sentences with high- 154 arousing, negative content evoked reliably more dilated pupils than sentences with low-155 arousing, neutral content, but this effect was significantly reduced for participants who read 156 the materials in English (L2). Interestingly, the offline ratings did not reveal such an 166 Instead of high-vs. low-arousal words embedded in sentences (32), we used isolated 167 words as target stimuli in our study. Each word was centrally presented for a maximum of 168 250 ms before being replaced with a visual mask for 1.7 seconds after word-offset. This had 169 the advantage of being able to minimise the impact of eye-movements on the measurement of 170 pupil size (note that dependent on eye-tracker setup, obtained pupil-sizes usually vary as a 171 function of eye-position). Second, we used a within-subjects design to address reduced 172 emotional resonance in L2: Our bilingual participants were tested in both L1 and L2 over two 173 separate sessions (order counterbalanced) such that each participant served as their own 174 control when assessing the effect of target language on affective pupillary responses; a 175 sample of monolingual native speakers of the bilinguals' L2 served as an additional control 176 group to ensure that the L2 stimuli evoked the expected affective response pattern when 177 presented to L1 speakers of that language. Third, we examined whether similarities between 178 L1 and L2 play a role when measuring reduced emotional resonance in L2. Specifically, we 179 tested two groups of late bilinguals, namely native German and native Finnish speakers, both 180 highly proficient in English as their second language. From a comparative linguistics point of 181 view, German and English belong to the same Germanic language family; as such, the two 182 languages share some basic vocabulary, including a sizeable number of cognates (words such 183 as GARDEN / GARTEN, which have similar spelling and virtually the same meaning in both 184 languages) as well as a number of 'false friends' (words such as BALD, which are spelled the 185 same but mean different things in German and English). Finnish, on the other hand, belongs 186 to the Finnic-Uralic language family (sharing properties with Estonian and Hungarian) and is 187 thus rather different from English in terms of basic vocabulary, phonology, morphology, etc.
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Comparing the two groups of bilinguals therefore allowed us to establish whether 'linguistic 189 distance' between L1 and L2 matters for emotional resonance in L2. Fourth, we aimed at 190 controlling for a wider range of potential lexical and semantic confounds in the linguistic 191 materials. Given that pupillary responses were previously found to be sensitive to word 192 retrieval effort in L1 and L2 (11), we matched our stimuli as closely as possible (across 193 languages as well as conditions) in terms of length, lexical frequency and abstractness, using 194 available word-norm databases for each language. In addition, these variables were also 195 included as covariates in our analyses. Finally, participants in the present study were also 196 asked to provide explicit word recognition judgements at the end of each trial, making it 197 possible to determine whether bilinguals were experiencing any problems in accessing the 198 meanings of the words presented in L2.
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Method
212
Participants
213
One-hundred-two participants (76 females) were recruited from the University of 214 Glasgow student community. Participants were aged between 17 and 33 years (mean age: 22 215 years) and were awarded with either course credits or £5 subject payment.
216
Thirty-two participants were monolingual native English speakers who reported 217 English to be the only language they were using on a day-to-day basis. Seventy participants 218 were bilingual native Finnish or native German speakers, respectively, all of whom reported 219 to be highly proficient in English and to use English regularly in everyday communication.
220
Data from six bilingual participants were excluded from the sample, leaving a total of 96 221 participants for analysis (32 English monolinguals, 32 Finnish-English bilinguals and 32 222 German-English bilinguals). One of the excluded participants reported having dyslexia; four 223 bilingual participants were excluded because they reported having been exposed to English 224 from early childhood, and that they were as fluent in English as they were in Finnish or 225 German (only late bilinguals were included in the final sample); finally, one bilingual 226 participant was excluded because they reported having misunderstood the task.
227
Across the remaining 64 bilingual speakers, the reported cumulative length of stay in 228 an English-speaking country ranged from three months to about nine years, with an average 229 reported length of stay of about 28 months (Mean ± SD for the Finnish-English bilinguals: 30 230 ± 16 months; for the German-English bilinguals: 27 ± 24 months). The 32 native Finnish 231 bilinguals reported to have started learning English at an age of 8.4 years on average, and for 232 the 32 native German bilinguals, the average reported age at which they started to learn 233 English was 9.1 years. 
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For the stimulus materials of the main experiment, initial candidate words were 243 selected from six different databases. English words were selected from ANEW (34) and the 244 more recent and extensive Warriner, Kuperman, and Brysbeart (35) database. The Finnish 245 materials were selected from two existing databases on arousal and valence in Finnish: the 246 210-word corpus by Eilola and Havelka (36) , and the 420-word corpus by Söderholm, Häyry, 247 Laine, and Karrasch (37). For the German stimuli, BAWL-R (38) and Leipzig Affective 
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For each of these initial word candidates, we also recorded its length (in number of 257 characters and number of syllables), emotional valence (on a normalized scale, as above), 258 abstractness (normalized scale), and lexical token frequency (log 10 per million word counts).
259
Emotional valence ratings were available from the previous corpora. Abstractness ratings for 260 the English words were obtained from the Brysbaert, Warriner and Kuperman (40) database.
261
For the German and Finnish stimuli, abstractness ratings were mostly available from the 262 previously quoted databases. However, some words taken from the Söderholm et al. (37) 263 corpus did not include abstractness ratings in Finnish. In those instances (ca. 10% of the 
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From the initial set of candidate words, we selected 30 for each language and 270 emotional arousal category such that differences in the control variables (length in characters 271 and syllables, emotional valence, abstractness, and lexical token frequency) were kept 272 reasonably small both across arousal conditions and across languages. Given that bilingual 273 participants were tested twice (once in L1 and in once in L2), we also avoided using direct 274 translation equivalents across the three material sets. Appendix S1 shows the selected items 275 per language and Table 1 summarizes their average item characteristics. 
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As is evident from the table, a perfect balance in the control variables was not 284 possible to achieve. Specifically, High Arousal words tended to be somewhat longer, more 285 negative, more abstract and less frequent than Low Arousal words, and this pattern appeared 286 consistent across all three languages. We therefore decided to use principal components of 287 the control variables as additional covariates in subsequent analyses. As explained in more .6 / VIF > 2.5 would be regarded as potentially problematic).
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For each language, we also selected 30 filler words with 'medium' normalised arousal 300 scores (Mean ± SD: 0.39 ± 0.02) but from a generally lower lexical frequency range (0.59 ± 301 0.53) than the experimental items. Care was taken to ensure that the filler materials did not 302 differ systematically in terms of length, frequency, valence, or abstractness across languages. participants to provide a word recognition judgement, i.e. to press the right-hand trigger (for 332 "yes, I recognised the word and its meaning") or the left-hand trigger (for "no, I did not 333 recognise the word or its meaning") on a hand-held Microsoft USB game pad used as a 334 button box throughout the experiment. After providing the button response, the next trial was English, and also when tested in Finnish. Overall, these data suggest that participants could 364 easily recognise the stimuli in each Word Type condition, regardless of whether they were 365 tested in their first or in their second language. 
Simple Effects Over Time
396
In all analyses that follow, filler trials were excluded. Since reported word recognition 397 rates were high (see Fig 2) , we did not remove any trials based on off-line judgements. The labelled ΔBL, that quantified the difference between the current vs. the baseline log pupil size 403 (both adjusted for eye-position). By then calculating , we obtained a measure of the 10 ∆ 404 proportional change in pupil size relative to the baseline, such that a score of (say) 1.05 405 would indicate a 5% increase and a score of 0.95 a 5% decrease in pupil size relative to the 406 baseline; at time bin "−100" (the actual baseline time bin), this score was always equal to 10 0 407 = 1.
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In a first, more descriptive analytical step, we explored the simple effect of Word various crossed random effects to simultaneously account for by-subject and by-item 419 variability in the data. Following (43), the maximal random effect structure justified by the 420 design was used. That is, we included Subject and Item as random main effect terms (or 421 random intercepts in LMM terminology) and Subject × Word Type (the by-subject random 422 slope on Word Type) as the only random interaction term. This appropriately models 423 observational dependencies resulting from the within-subjects/between-items nature of the 424 Word Type manipulation. The only deviation from the maximal approach was that the models 425 did not include any random correlation terms (models with random correlations led to 426 convergence problems). Finally, we also included the three principal components derived 427 from the item-related control variables (PC1:LenFreq, PC2:Valence, and PC3:Abstractness) 428 as additional random covariates in the analysis models. The purpose of this was to adjust 429 estimated marginal means and standard errors for these control predictors, i.e. to establish the 430 simple effect of Word Type after accounting for potential effects of the control variables on 431 pupil size. We included the control predictors as random effects because their value 432 distributions were dependent on the actual items used (if the study were replicated with new 433 sets of words per language, these value distributions would be different). We also performed 434 analyses without the covariates, which resulted in generally stronger effects of Word Type on 435 pupil size. The latter suggests that some variability in pupil size could indeed be attributed to 436 moderate cross-condition differences in length, frequency, valence, and abstractness, which 437 were not of primary theoretical interest.
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The LMM parameter estimates were used to determine standard errors for the 439 difference in pupil size between high-versus low-arousal words (i.e., the simple effect of arousal, but only when participants were tested in their first language (panels on the left) and
447 not when participants were tested in their second language (panels on the right). In the latter 
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.05.
463
Area-Under-Curve Analyses
464
To inferentially test whether and how effects of Word Type on pupil size interacted 465 with participants' L1 and/or the language they were tested in, the data per trial were 466 condensed into sum-scores to allow for area-under-the-curve comparisons. Specifically, we 467 added pupil size data from time bin "600" onwards together, and multiplied the result with Word Type emerged (see previous section), the motivation behind choosing this time bin as 473 area starting point was the following general observation (see Fig 3) : within the first 0-600 474 ms from word onset, pupil-size first dropped to just under baseline level, and then rose again 475 to just above baseline level, reaching a temporary plateau by around 500-600 ms from 476 stimulus onset (time bin "500"). We conjecture that this initial pattern could reflect a 477 pupillary response to the changing stimulus (mask > word > mask) which is unrelated to word 478 processing per se.
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The area-under-the-curve data were then entered into two different types of LMM 
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Significant F-values (Type III variance decomposition) are marked with an asterisk.
503
The fixed effects results ( corresponding estimated marginal means and 95% confidence intervals (Fig 4) indicate that 506 the Effect of Word Type on pupil size was reliable only when bilingual participants were 507 tested in their L1 (Finnish or German), but not when they were tested in their L2 (English).
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Since the 3-way interaction did not approach significance, this pattern did not depend on 509 whether participants were native Finnish or native German speakers. for the corresponding random effects estimates). Fig 4) . Importantly, comparisons with a monolingual English control group of 547 participants suggested that the English stimuli were no less effective than the German or 548 Finnish stimuli in eliciting affective pupillary responses. Specifically, the English target 549 language only analysis registered a reliable L1 × Word Type interaction whereby high-
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arousing words in English evoked more dilated pupils than low-arousing words, but only in 551 L1 speakers and not in bilingual L2 speakers of English (cf. Fig 5) . Taken together, the 552 present pupillometry data in support of reduced emotional resonance in L2 can be regarded as 553 an important extension and confirmation of previous demonstrations where target language 554 varied between-subjects and where no monolingual control group was included (cf. (32)).
555
A further advancement, compared to previous studies, is that we can be reasonably 556 confident in ruling out word recognition difficulties in L2 as a potential confound:
557
Participants provided word recognition judgements after every individual trial per 558 experimental session, and there was no indication that our bilingual participants (all of whom 559 reported to be highly proficient in English) were struggling to process materials presented in 560 L2. (Importantly, while German participants tended to be more conservative in their 561 judgements, this was independent of the language they were tested in, see Fig 2) . Combined 562 with the fact that potential word-related confounds such as length, frequency, and 563 abstractness were controlled for (both analytically and by design) this leaves reduced 564 emotional resonance as the most likely explanation of the observed reduction in pupillary 565 response contrasts between high-and low-arousing words in L2.
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A point worth noting is that our study did not find L2 word processing to be 567 associated with generally more dilated pupils than L1 word processing, as suggested by a 568 non-significant Target Language main effect in the bilinguals only analysis ( Table 2) . While 569 in line with the L1 vs. L2 comparisons in (32) (which were made between-subjects), the lack 570 of a clear Target Language main effect in our study does not support the hypothesis that 571 processing of L2 would pose generally higher cognitive demands than processing of L1. On 572 the other hand, Fig 3 and Fig 4 do show clear increases in pupil size for low-arousing words 573 in L2 relative to L1, whereas pupil sizes for high-arousing words remained largely 574 comparable across Target Language conditions. Unfortunately, due to the lack of a suitable 575 emotional baseline condition -a potential shortcoming that our investigation shares with 576 previous studies -it is difficult to assess the exact contribution of cognitive load versus 577 emotional resonance in determining pupillary responses to materials in L2. (Note that the 578 filler words in our study do not constitute an ideal baseline because, among other things, they 579 were from a generally lower lexical frequency range than the critical items). Given the 580 observed pattern, however, it would seem premature to rule out increased cognitive load as a 581 potential contributor to pupillary responses in L2 'on top of' (or perhaps even interacting 582 with) affective influences on pupil size. This remains an important topic for future research, 583 which would ideally include an affectively 'neutral' baseline condition.
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Another noteworthy aspect of the present findings concerns linguistic distance 585 between L1 and L2. The present did not provide any compelling evidence in support of a
